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lence, or agapic love (jen), ri$hteousness (i) and wisdom 
(chi). Why are these left out? The authors are attempting 
to justify their distorted and wrverted characterization of 
the "Chinese character ": "Ce�ain powerful tendencies in 
thought and practice traceable t� Confucius and his disciples 
are widespread: the dominant qhinese tradition asserts that 
human identity is derived fro� the network of social rela
tions in which one is inevitably enmeshed. . . . Human 
beings, according to this view, clio not have innate character-
istics; they are malleable." , 

This degraded concept of rpan has nothing to do with 
Confucianism, which views m� as being born fundamen
tally good by reason of the in�rn virtues of agapic love 
(jen), granted by Heaven, whiph subsumes wisdom, righ
teousness and propriety, and which distinguishes man from 
the beast. The notion of man as j a malleable tool of the state 
is associated not with Confuci�ism, but with its opposite, 
Legalism, the ideology of the ipfamous Qin dynasty of the 
third century B.C., which enslaved much of the population, 
burned the Confucian Classics, and buried alive the Confu
cian scholars who resisted. Not $urprisingly, the Qin Emper
or was the idol of Mao Zedonf;, who advised his subjects 
to conceive of themselves as $crews in a machine. Since 
the Trilateral Commission so cl�arly expresses its preference 
for a docile Chinese workforce, I along the lines of the Legal
ists and Mao Zedong, it is to �e expected that they would 
falsify Confucianism to make ,t appear to be Legalist, its 
opposite. , 

The authors are undoubtedlr also aware that the Anglo
American establishment whicq they represent contributed 
significantly to the destructionj of the Confucian tradition 
and the creation of the Comm�ist Party. Beginning in the 
1920s, radical positivists sucbj as Bertrand Russell, John 
Dewey, and, later, Joseph Nieedham, both directly and 
through institutions such as the United Nations which they 
created, filled China with a dis�orted view of "western sci
ence," while denigrating the C�nfucian tradition in favor of 
the Taoist and Legalist ideolo�ies. 

The oligarchical families ;who created the Trilateral 
Commission are just as intent t¢ay to prevent any renewal 
of the Confucian tradition whiqb, they fear, could facilitate 
collaboration with the pro-gro\fth enemies of the Trilateral 
Commission in the West, bas�d on a shared commitment 
to the massive development pr�jects needed throughout the 
Eurasian landmass. The final cqapter of the Trilateral report 
on China states in blunt coloni,"ist terms: 

"Both China and the Ttilate.al nations must work togeth
er to build sustainable, rather �han astronomical growth in 
China .... But the Trilateral cpuntries must also recognize 
that a cooperative approach "lay not elicit a constructive 
Chinese response .... Such c,assic considerations as bal
ance of power, realism, and a:keen sense of the Trilateral 
interests must also govern we,tern and Japanese thinking 
about China." 
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